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DATA PROCESSING CONROL CLERK 
 

DEFINITION 
 
Under general supervision, to perform a wide variety of difficult and specialized data processing 
and clerical recordkeeping and control duties; to operate data processing supporting equipment; 
and to do related work as required. 
 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES 
 
Receives, reviews, organizes and maintains controls on computer processing input and output; 
maintains a wide variety of records and files related to student enrollment, class scheduling, 
student grade reports and programs input; maintains records necessary to bill all users for 
services; reviews error listings and contacts appropriate personnel for resolution; operates sorter, 
interpreter, decollator, and bursting machines; edits and codes documents; compiles data from a 
wide variety of sources; uses a microcomputer to produce a wide variety of letters, 
correspondence, reports and computer documentation; checks accuracy of input and output data; 
assures an orderly and expeditious flow of documents and reports; maintains supplies inventory.  
 
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Knowledge of: 
 Basic operation and use of data entry devices; 

Basic principles and procedures of operating electronic computer systems and peripheral 
equipment; 

Basic functions of computer operations scheduling, job flow and the policies, procedures and 
services of the Data Processing Department; 

Modern office practices and procedures, including business correspondence, filing and 
recordkeeping systems and standard office equipment operation. 

 
Ability to: 

Accurately and efficiently review computer input;  
Skillfully operate data entry supporting equipment; 
Maintain effective controls and records of computer input and output processing;  
Perform a wide variety of difficult and specialized clerical and data processing recordkeeping 

work involving independent judgment and requiring accuracy and speed;  
Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships with others.  

 
Training and Experience: 
 Any combination of training and experience that would likely provide the required 

knowledges and abilities is qualifying. A typical way to obtain these knowledge and abilities 
would be: 

 
 Two years of experience in data processing recordkeeping and control activities. 


